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Abstract: The ability to form groups to overcome problems has been crucial for the evolution of
human beings. To favour the formation of cooperating groups, one of the mechanisms developed is
the inter-group bias, namely the tendency of individuals to favour members of their group and hinder
the external ones. It is the cognitive equivalent of the “green beard effect” in evolutionary biology,
introduced by Hamilton and popularized by Dawkins, for which a group can profit of the altruistic behaviour of its members. Here, we use a behavioural model based on the Ultimatum Game, to shed light
on how this behaviour cloud has been stabilized in the human population, estimating the magnitude of
favouritism needed to overcome selfish individuals. Through both numerical simulations and analytic
approaches, we study how a community of collectivist and individualist agents evolves. The key factor
is the mechanism for the evolution of the population, i.e., the replacement of the poor-performing individuals. In the case of replacement by the reproduction of existing individuals, we observe a smooth
phase transition and no coexistence. If the replacement is random, the transition smooths, and coexistence is possible. We developed analytical approaches for these two cases and performed numerical
simulations. Although analytical calculations support the behaviour emerging from simulations, some
differences ask for more refined treatments.
Keywords: Inter-group favouritism; fairness; selfishness; agent-based modeling; Ultimatum Game;
evolution; mathematical models; dynamical systems
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1. Introduction
In-group favouritism [1], also known as “inter-group-bias” [2] or “indirect reciprocity” [3], appears
one of the most stable and diffused social mechanism promoted by natural selection in many different
species [4]. It is the cognitive equivalent of the “green beard effect” in evolutionary biology, first
suggested by Hamilton [5, 6] and popularized by Dawkins [7], for which a group can profit of the
altruistic behaviour of its members if they are able to recognize and discriminate the members of their
own group. The first interesting results on the inter-group bias date back to the 1970’s. They show how
people tend to behave more positively and favour the members of their own group (in-group) rather
than the others (out-group). Thus, cooperation inside the group is preferred to the one outside it [8].
The first explanations of this phenomenon led back the preference group’s internal sharing and aid to
social identity theory [9, 10], based on the observation that this phenomenon could also be found in
minimal groups whose interactions did not take place face to face [11].
More recently alternative explanations of this phenomenon have been proposed, for which the intergroup favouritism was caused by the naive representation that individuals would have about the behaviour of groups. A significant feature of these beliefs is the fact that the group seems to be perceived
as a real generalized exchange system, within which an indirect reciprocity rule exists, for which, if a
subject helps a member of the group, sooner or later in return he will receive help by another one [12].
This hypothesis has been supported by recent simulation experiments. They show how the tendency to
favouritism improves if the strategy used by an agent is visible, even if only indirectly or partially, to
other members of the group [13].
Overall, the evolution of favouritism and cooperation through indirect reciprocity has been well
investigated in recent years, both through mathematical models of experimental subjects, and by the use
of game-theoretic tools. The dynamics underlying decision making [14] and the altruistic behaviour
[15] have been especially studied through the Ultimatum Game (UG) [16]. In this game, a player, called
the proposer, must share a good with another player, the receiver. The latter can accept or reject the
proposal; acceptance determines the success of the negotiation, by refusing instead no player receives
anything [17]. In this simple situation the best strategy for a player when playing as a receiver is to
maximize the minimum gain (i.e accept any offer) and to minimise losses when playing as proposer
(i.e always offer the minimum possible amount), [18].
Not surprisingly [19, 20], human beings, when playing an UG, usually do not follow the utility
function described above, but they tend to offer more than necessary, in an average range that goes from
30 to 40 percent of the good that has to be shared and refuse on average 16% of all offers bid, [21]. One
explanation for such a behaviour could be found in the principle of fairness [22, 23, 24, 25, 26]: the
people engaged in the UG usually play by dividing the common good equally, and expect to receive the
same treatment from the other players. For this reason, they do not accept low offers that are judged
selfish and unjust, and they could punish those who have proposed them [27, 28, 29]. Moreover, in UG
it has been shown that decisions taken in group are closer to the optimal behaviour compared to those
taken individually [30, 31].
Furthermore, some interesting findings indicate several features that arise in the UG game: belonging to the same group, the same nationality, the same origin, the same race, eliciting group membership,
are characteristics that, when recognized, change the behavior of the offerer.
In one experiment, students belonging to two different institutes (the Washington and Lee UniverMathematical Biosciences and Engineering
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sity and the Virginia Military Institute) competed in a UG. When the proposer knew the receiver’s
provenance, his behaviour changed, increasing the offer for a receiver from his same institution [32].
Similar results have been also found through the use of the dictator game (i.e a variant of the UG where
the receiver cannot refuse the offer) [33].
Another set of results shows how people participating in a UG behave differently if they know
that they are playing against a player of their same nationality. An experiment involving Malaysian
and British engaged in a cross-cultural UG shows how Malaysian offered significantly more to other
Malaysians than to British people [34]. Similarly French players have shown a preference for their
own countrymen with respect to players coming from India, by choosing more equitable amounts to
be split, close to 50% for people from their country [35].
Also, eliciting in some college students individual or group salience shows that those who have been
subjected to a priming for the activation of a group identity have higher thresholds for both offers and
acceptances (they offer more but also tend to demand more) to their in-group [36]. Racial affiliation
(white or black) was evidenced by another experiment, where people tend to reject offers considered
unfair more by people of their own race than those of the other [37].
Despite the huge amount of literature in the past decades devoted to in-group favouritism or intergroup-bias, still little is known about the “magnitude” that such effect should have had to bring human
societies to the current “evolutionarily stable” state.
Modeling such a magnitude, as well as its dependencies from fundamental features of the system
analyzed (e.g., dependence from the size of the population, sizes of the sub-populations, gap between
the fitness advantages and costs related to be a “collectivist”), would allow to understand the intergroup favouritism complex dynamics, and support for instance many social engineering and psychosocial applications.
Evidence supports the claim that the human population consists of both collectivist people, willing
to sacrifice themselves for the good of the group, and individualistic people, those more oriented to
pursue their own interests at the expense of others. We are interested in understanding what is the
magnitude of the in-group effect, i.e. the degree of favouritism among con-specifics, that allows the
coexistence of these two types of people. Firstly, by setting up a numerical model we highlight the
only possible magnitude of in-group effect allowing coexistence of these two opposite types of individuals. We simulate a very simple system using an Ultimatum Game where two different kinds of
agents are implemented: individualists and collectivists. We are also interested in establishing a connection between a stochastic formulation of the system and its possible corresponding deterministic
interpretation. Thus we translate the numerical model into a deterministic dynamical system. From its
analysis, an evolutionary stable parameter ruling such a dynamics is obtained. The latter depends on
the offers of the agents and their tendency to accept.
Our results reveal the existence of a smooth transition between the inter-group favouritism and the
success of the group in the evolutionary stable state of the system. Such a transition appears to be
independent to the size of the system. It seems related in a rather complex way to the initial density of
“collectivists” in the population as well as to the fitness advantage provided by membership to the own
group (i,e., individualists or collectivists).
Mathematical Biosciences and Engineering
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2. The model
We model the interactions between agents involved in the Ultimatum Game, a non-cooperative
game, in which two players interact. Their purpose is splitting an amount initially given to one of
them by means of a repeated game. In each interaction, an agent called the offerer proposes to share a
given amount of goods with a second agent, called the recipient. If the recipient accepts, the amount is
actually partitioned among the two agents as proposed by the offerer; otherwise nobody gains anything.
Let N be the number of agents, partitioned into two sub-populations, the collectivists C = cN and
the individualists I = (1 − c)N. A game is made by a certain number T of tournaments, each one
composed by M matches. In each match, each agent plays once as the offerer, in a random order, and
may be randomly chosen as a recipient. Since a tournament is made by binary interactions, each agent
plays as recipient once on average.
In the real UG game, offerers can dispose of a certain amount of money at each turn, part of which
is offered to the recipient. So, the gain of each player for each turn is either positive or null. However,
since the probability of accepting the offerer is fixed and does not change during the game, the total
amount of money owned by plays increases at a fixed rate, and with respect to the average gain, the UG
becomes a zero-sum game. Therefore, we can think that each player has a score, initially set to zero,
that can become positive or negative with respect to the average gain. The amount of good (score)
offered by individualists is q, an integer ranging from 1 to 10. The amount offered by collectivists
depends on the type of the opponent: if it is a collectivist, the offerer is p, again an integer random
from 1 to 10, otherwise it is p/h, where 1 ≤ h ≤ 4 measures the degree by which collectivists try to
oppose non-collectivists.
The probability that a collectivists accepts the offer is a, and that of individualists is b. In the
following we always use a = b = 1/2.
At the end of a tournament, i.e., after M matches, a fraction m of agents with the lower score
is replaced, either by random cloning the remaining individuals, or by immigration of a population
composed, on average, by half collectivists and half individualists.
3. A simple mean-field analysis of the cloning replacement
Since the game is zero-sum, the average gain is zero. Let us try to compute the average gain for
collectivists and individualists. The exchange between agents of the same class does not count.
When a collectivist plays the donor role against an individualist, it suffers a negative gain GC(CI) ,
given by the probability of having an individualist as a recipient (I/(N − 1)) times the offer (p/h) times
the acceptance probability (b). Therefore
GC(CI) = −

I pb
(1 − c)N pb
=−
.
N−1 h
N−1 h

(3.1)

When a collectivist plays as a recipient against an individualists its gain G IC is on average given
by the probability of being chosen, 1/(N − 1), times the number of individualists, I, times the offer, q,
times the acceptance probability, a, i.e.,
GC(IC) =
Mathematical Biosciences and Engineering
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I
qa =
qa.
N−1
N−1

(3.2)
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Similarly, G(IC)
I , the negative gain of an individualist after its encounter with a collectivists is
G(IC)
=−
I

C pb
cN
=−
qa,
N−1 h
N−1

(3.3)

and the gain when playing as a recipient, G(CI)
I , is
G(CI)
=−
I

cN pb
C
qa = −
.
N−1
N−1 h

(3.4)

So, finally, we have
GC =

GC(IC)

+ GC(CI)

GI =

G(CI)
I

+ G(IC)
I

!
pb
(1 − c)N
qa −
,
=
N−1
h
!
pb
cN
qa −
,
=−
N−1
h

(3.5)

It can be easily checked that the average gain, cGC + (1 − c)G I = 0 is null.
In the cloning replacement, the equilibrium condition is given by the Competitive Exclusion Principle [38], i.e., the average gain of coexisting population is the same. Imposing GC = G I , the result is
independent of c, therefore no coexistence is possible. The transition point is given by the condition
GC > G I , i.e., by assuming a = b,
p
(3.6)
h> .
q
Thus the population is composed by all individualists for values of h less then p/q, and all collectivists
otherwise.
4. Simulations and numerical results
The simulations use T = 1000, and M = 1000, varying the population N from 10 to 1000, and
the parameter h from 1 to 4 in steps of 0.5. The replacement factor is m = 0.2, i.e., the 20% of
the population is replaced after each tournament. For the cloning replacement, the numerical results
reproduce the mean-field prediction, with sharp (first-order) phase transition from c = 0 to c = 1 at
h∗ = p/q. For p = 7 and q = 3, the transition is located at h∗ ' 2.33.
Let us now study the case of random replacement, in which the fraction m of replaced population is
composed, on average, by half-collectivists and half-individualist.
4.1. Critical in-group effect (h)
In Figure 1 the relation between the average final percentage c of collectivists at equilibrium versus
the in-group effect (h) is shown for different population sizes. The parameters a, b, p and q are chosen
in a conservative way and in agreement with literature [32, 33]. The dependence of c on h is a smooth
transition, with respect to the cloning replacement case. The populations cannot vanish and are maintained at a level near 10%, namely the replacement rate for each of them. The transition is continuous,
being located near h∗ = 2.33.
Mathematical Biosciences and Engineering
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In-Group effect (h) for Initial Population of C=I=50%, a=b=0.5, p(7)>q(3)
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Figure 1. Smoothed phase transition. Main axes: percentage c of collectivists at equilibrium
versus different values of h for an initial equal population of collectivists and individualists,
for a = b = 0.5, p = 7 and q = 3. Subplot axes: critical values of h that lead to the final
equilibrium of the population with a fifty-fifty distribution among C and I versus different
values of the difference p − q, for a = b = 0.5.

The relationship emerging from Figure 1 suggests that, in the case of random replacement, there
is always a coexistence between collectivists and individualists, with two zones characterized by a
low-high asymptotic percentage of collectivists with respect to individualists. The results appear to be
independent of N. We can divide the two zones fixing a separation threshold of 50%, from which one
can get the separation value h∗ , that depends on a, b, p and q.
The main frame of Figure 1 reports how different values of the in-group effect h influence different
initial agent population sizes equally distributed between collectivist C and individualists I. The former
have an acceptance probability a = 0.5 and an offer threshold p = 7; the latter have an acceptance
probability a = 0.5 and an offer threshold p = 3. In these conditions, C agents need a factor h > 2
to effectively hinder the members of the selfish out-group and therefore to survive overcoming the I’s.
The effect of h on the final number of collectivists seems to be described by the same smooth transition
regardless of the population size.
The subplot in Figure 1 shows the critical values of h∗ for which it is possible to observe a fifty-fifty
final distribution of C’s and I’s for various differences p − q between offers of C (i.e., p) and I (i.e.,
q). Notably, from the subplot is it possible to appreciate that for values of p − q = 4 the in-group
effect needed to reach the fifty-fifty condition at the equilibrium (C = I) is 2 < h < 2.5. This result is
consistent with the values reported in the main frame.
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Figure 2. Percentage of collectivist at equilibrium for different initial density and different
offers. Color range: red - large, green - medium, blue - small. Left panel: Collectivist
percentage at equilibrium versus initial C density and values of h. Right panel: Collectivist
percentage at equilibrium versus initial C density and values of the difference p − q.
4.2. Asymptotic density of collectivists
The effect of the initial C density and value of h on the C percentage at equilibrium has been
accurately evaluated. The results are shown in the left panel of the Figure 2. For very small values of
h individualist agents prevail at equilibrium, while increasing the initial number of C and for values of
h larger than 2 collectivists start to increase their density at equilibrium. In the right panel of Figure
2 the results are presented on the combined effect of h and the difference between the offers of C and
I agents. From this plot it appears that the larger the difference p − q between the offers of C and I
agents, the more the collectivists need to hinder the out-group members by increasing h, in order to
survive.
To further examine the trends of collectivists density at the equilibrium, as function of the parameters investigated, we present in Figure 3 the effect of the amount offered by C agents and I agents
for certain fixed values of a, b and h. We can observe that the larger the offer q of the individualists,
the easier it is for collectivists to survive, regardless of their acceptance rate. Moreover, the more collectivists offer, the more difficult is their survival. They need to increase the hindering h inflicted to I
agents in order not to become extinct. Furthermore, when both kinds of agents accept at the same rate,
so that a = b, the higher the value of h is, the higher the surviving C population at equilibrium is for
each parameters p and q taken into account. Instead, if collectivists accept with a higher probability
Mathematical Biosciences and Engineering
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Figure 3. Density of collectivists varying p and q for different fixed values of a, b and h.
Color range: red - large, green - medium, blue - small.

than individualists, so that a > b, they are able to survive and overcome individualists more frequently
also when they offer more than the I players. Conversely, when the I agents accept with a higher probability than C, so that a < b, collectivists survive at a lower level and, in order not to disappear, they
need to increase h as p and q change.
To examine the hindering role of C toward I, we show in Figure 4 the effect of h on the equilibrium
density of collectivists for different values of agents offers, p and q, when the acceptance probabilities
a and b are kept at fixed values. First of all, for all the reported values of p, q, a and b, the system
attains a stable point for high values of h where collectivists dominate. This outcome is reached faster
when a > b, namely when C agents accept more frequently than I agents, also for values of h < 1.5.
Conversely, C’s outperform I’s in a slower way when their acceptance probability is smaller than that
of the out-group members, i.e., a < b. In particular, in this situation, collectivists need values of h > 3
to overtake the number of individualists when p > q, namely when the C players offer more than the I
ones.
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Figure 4. Effect of the in-group effect (h) on density of collectivists for fixed values of a and
b.
5. A more refined dynamic approximation for the random replacement case
We now reformulate the problem with an equivalent deterministic approach based on dynamical
systems. We consider the collectivists C and individualists I, with total constant population
C + I = N.

(5.1)

There is a constant influx per unit time of new individuals replacing an equal amount of individuals
that are removed from the system, at rate m. New members enter instantaneously into either one of
the two sets, with the same probability 0.5. The new individuals represent a fraction mN of the total
population. Individuals are eliminated from each population following a rule on the reward system,
Ei (x), i ∈ {C, I}, where x represents the outcome of the rule, to be described below. Thus
dC 1
= mN − mCEC (x),
dt
2

dI 1
= mN − mIE I (x).
dt 2

(5.2)

The fundamental assumption is that the total population is constant, so that we must have (C + I)0 = 0
and then by adding the equations in (5.2) we obtain
N = CEC (x) + IE I (x).
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From (5.3) we thus conclude that
1
E I (x) = [N − CEC (x)].
I
Thus substituting (5.4) into the second equation of (5.2) the system becomes
dC 1
= mN − mCEC (x),
dt
2

dI 1
= mN − m[N − CEC (x)].
dt 2

(5.4)

(5.5)

The “mortality” in each population has opposite effects, it is large for one and small for the other
one depending on the sign of x. To model this situation we further assume the specific form for the
elimination function EC , which has to be non-negative, so that it is maximal for C when x is large and
positive and minimal when x is large and negative:
EC (x) =

1
1
arctan(x) + .
π
2

(5.6)

Now we describe the rule for the reward that each population obtains. For this, the encounters between individuals are relevant. Since each individual can encounter C collectivist individuals and I
individualist individuals, the total number of encounters that are possible are as follows. There are C 2
encounters between a collectivist and another collectivist, CI encounters between a collectivist and an
individualist and as many between an individualist and a collectivist, and finally I 2 encounters among
individualists. Let RC and RI denote the rewards obtained by each set of individuals during the encounters. To assess the reward 1, which instantaneously introduced into the system, we need to distinguish
the two cases of the offering and the receiving individuals. Assume C is the offerer: let 0 ≤ p ≤ 1
be the fraction of the amount offered to another collectivist and ph−1 , h ≥ 1 the amount offered to an
individualist. In such cases the offerer gets the amount that remains after the offer is accepted, respectively then 1 − p and 1 − ph−1 . Let a be the rate at which a collectivist accept an offer, no matter from
which individual, either C or I, is being offered. Let b the acceptance rate of an individualist, again
independent of the offerer being C or I. The offer made by an individualist is always the same independently of the other individual encountered, being the fraction 0 ≤ q ≤ 1 of the money instantaneously
generated by the system. In case of refusal, no reward is given to anybody in any case. So we need
only to concentrate on just the offers being accepted. Note that for the whole of collectivists, the total
reward comes from the encounters of one of them with another one or with an individualist, the offer
being accepted, or from the acceptance of an offer from an individualist:



p 
p
CI + aqIC = aC 2 + aq + b 1 −
CI.
(5.7)
RC = [ap + (1 − p)a]C 2 + b 1 −
h
h
In the first part of this formula we have emphasized the offerer, writing it as the first variable in the
interactions. With the same notation, for the individualist set we similarly find

p
p 
RI = (1 − q)aIC + [(1 − q)b + qb]I 2 + bCI = bI 2 + (1 − q)a + b IC.
(5.8)
h
h
We can now calculate the average reward that each agent receives:



p 
RI
p 
RC
= aC + aq + b 1 −
I,
= bI + (1 − q)a + b C.
C
h
I
h
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The rule by which individuals, in particular C’s, are instantaneously eliminated, is related to the discrepancy between the above two quantities. We therefore set

RI RC  p
x=
−
= b − aq (C + I) = ρ(C + I) = ρN
I
C
h
We can now use this expression in (5.6), and substitution into (5.5) leads to
"
#
dC 1
1
C
= mN − mCEC (ρN) = m (N − C) − arctan(ρN)
(5.10)
dt
2
2
π
Now, the dynamics of the system (5.5) occurs on the line C + I = N, and, what is the same, for
the reduced equivalent equation (5.10) the equilibrium E ∗ = (C ∗ , I ∗ ), I ∗ = N − C ∗ , is obtained by
annihilating the derivative, from which C ∗ is found
C∗ =

πN
π + 2 arctan(ρN)

(5.11)

Note that also in this approach, as well as in the numerical simulations, the ratio C ∗ N −1 never attains the
values 0 and 1. This equilibrium point is feasible if N ≥ C ∗ ≥ 0. Now observe that π+2 arctan(ρN) > 0
unconditionally. Thus we need to concentrate only on the upper bound. It turns out that it is satisfied
if and only if
bp ≥ ahq,
(5.12)
and whenever E ∗ is unfeasible, then
C ∗ > N.

(5.13)

Now, 2π > π + 2 arctan(ρN), from which using this estimate in (5.11), we find:
C∗ >

1
N.
2

(5.14)

Further C 0 ≥ 0 if and only if
C
1
(N − C) ≥ arctan(ρN)
2
π
giving
C ≤ C∗,

(5.15)

∗

from which the stability of E is unconditional, whenever it is feasible. Because of the constraints
e = (C,
ee
ˆ = (N, 0) and E
0 ≤ C ≤ N, we must take into account also the boundary points Ê = (Ĉ, I)
I) =
∗
(0, N) as possible equilibrium, when E is feasible, i.e. for (5.12) or, explicitly, ρ > 0. Recalling that C
e is unconditionally unstable. On the other hand,
grows whenever (5.15) is satisfied, the equilibrium E
the converse result holds for Ê, for which the derivative is negative, see (5.10), implying instability as
well. Indeed,
dC
1
dC
1
|C=0 = mN > 0,
|C=N = − mN arctan(ρN) < 0
(5.16)
dt
2
dt
π
The latter inequality however reverses for ρ < 0, i.e. in case (5.13) holds, in which case E ∗ coalesces
b In view of the fact that C grows whenever (5.15) holds, Ê is ultiwith the boundary equilibrium E.
mately approached by the trajectories and therefore it results to be stable when E ∗ becomes unfeasible,
i.e. explicitly for
ahq > bp.
(5.17)
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The game then always ends up at equilibrium E ∗ for (5.12), with C ∗ ≥ I ∗ in view of (5.14). In
case instead of (5.13), the system settles to equilibrium Ê, in which the whole population becomes
collectivist, C = N. In conclusion, the sub-population C always wins the game. These results are
summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. The possible system outcomes. In the first four columns the summary of the analytic findings, the last column contains instead the corresponding results of the numerical
simulations.
Equilibrium

feasibility

e = (C,
ee
E
I) = (0, N)

—

ˆ = (N, 0)
Ê = (Ĉ, I)

—

E ∗ = (C ∗ , N − C ∗ )

bp ≥ ahq

Analytic Results
stability

remarks

unstable
bp > ahq: unstable
ahq > bp: stable C ∗ = Ĉ = N
stable

C∗ ≥ I∗

Numerical Results
metastability
bp > ahq
ahq > bp
pb = ahq

6. Discussion
This study analyses the emergence and stabilization of inter-group bias as a stable strategy among
humans. Both numerical simulations and a theoretical analysis simulating a social dilemma game
played by two clusters of agents, collectivists and individualists are implemented. We aim at bridging the stochastic interpretation of an Agent-Based Model with the corresponding deterministic one,
thereby describing the same phenomenon in two alternatives but complementary ways. Our model
attempts at replicating in a simple way the conditions in which the first groups of human beings found
themselves fighting each other for survival and where the first forms of selective altruism behaviors appeared [5, 6]. The model, through the use of the Ultimatum Game, simulates the emergence of aggregates in which the tendency of individuals to favour members of their own groups (i.e. the inter-group
bias) arises, at the same time hindering the external members. The Ultimatum Game is a barraging
game in which two agents have to decide how to split an amount initially given to one of them. In each
interaction, an agent, the offerer, has to decide how to partition the amount with a second agent, the
recipient. If the recipient accepts, the amount is actually shared among the two agents; if the recipient
declines, nobody receives anything. Collectivists are the agents who decide in each encounter to hinder players of the other group with an offer dependent on a parameter, the in-group effect. Instead, the
individualists agents are those players who, regardless of the other agent encountered, offer always the
same amount.
A game is composed by several tournaments. After each of them, a fraction of the population
with lower score is replaced. We examined two cases: one in which the replacements are given by
the random cloning of the remaining population, as in biological systems, and the other in which the
replacement is given by a random choice.
In the first case the coexistence is impossible, and we have a first-order phase transition for the
asymptotic fraction of collectivists, for a specific value of the in-group effect, h∗ = p/q.
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For the random replacement case, we ran the numerical simulations on 8 different agent population
sizes, i.e. N = 10, 20, 30, 50, 100, 300, 500, 1000. We varied the value of the parameter h from 1
to 4 and changed the agent probabilities of accepting the offers, i.e., a and b, as well, in dependence
also of the amount donated, i.e., p and q. The results show that a smooth transition exists. It involves
the effect of in-group effect, h, on the density of collectivist players at equilibrium regardless of the
size of the initial population. This transition arises for values of h between 2 and 2.5 allowing C
agents to survive and become the dominant group (Figure 1). Further, from the numerical results the
effects of the amount donated by agents and the initial density of collectivists on the final equilibrium
population (Figure 2) is noticeable. The higher the difference between the amount offered by C and
I agents, the more difficult for collectivists is to survive. Thus they need to increase the hinder, h,
toward individualist players. Moreover, alongside h, the initial number of C also plays a significant
role in establishing the equilibrium density of C. For instance even for a large initial number of C a
value h ≈ 2 is needed for them to thrive and to attain the equilibrium. The simulations shed light also
on the hindering level h that C agents have to exert on I’s in order to survive (Figure3 and Figure 4).
Increasing the value of h, collectivists finally manage to survive and overcome individualists for all the
different amounts offered and for all values of the acceptance probability.
We formulated a dynamical deterministic model for the random replacement case as well. The
theoretical analysis shows one unstable equilibrium, another one unconditionally stable and one that
is conditionally stable (Table 1). The equilibrium where all the final population is composed only
by individualist players (N = I) appears to be unstable. Further, the equilibrium where collectivists
dominate completely the game (N = C) and individualists vanish is also unstable if the inequality
ahq > bp is satisfied. It is instead stable for the opposite condition. Finally, the equilibrium in which
both groups thrive, but always with a higher value of collectivists, is attained exactly when the former
boundary equilibrium (N = C) is unstable, i.e. for the inequality bp > ahq being satisfied.
From Table 1 we can compare the theoretical and numerical results. Indeed, the stable states emerging from the simulations deviate from the ones obtained analytically in all cases except for coexistence,
and when in the latter case both groups have the same size C ∗ = I ∗ , a fact that occurs in the very particular case pb = ahq. Thus, the states found by means of the numerical simulation, in light of the
theoretical analysis, seem to represent metastable equilibrium states maintained by the thermalization induced by the random replacement of new agents. The thermalization could be secondary, for
C > 90% at equilibrium, and primary, for I ≥ 50%.
This study represents only a first step in this direction. Future work to improve it could address the
existence of a possible relationship between the amount offered by the agents and their probability to
accept the offers.
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